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The Link Between Your Mission and Your Building
Lifespan Design Studio recently
celebrated seven years of practice
focused primarily on the planning and
design of senior centers. This journey
has taken us to seventeen states and
exposed us to dozens of different
approaches for the provision of programs and services for older adults.
Defined in different terms (and increasingly identified using different
labels), it’s true that the senior center
industry is evolving and diversifying—
and yet each mission statement
reminds us that the underlying goals
are the same. Ultimately, it’s all about
promoting:
•

participation in the
community

•

independence

•

intellectual, physical &
social well-being, and

•

quality of life.
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The successful design of a senior
center can be traced to its impact on
these elemental goals. This anniversary edition newsletter offers
examples of design concepts incorporated in senior centers nationwide
to reflect and support each organization’s guiding principles.
Participation in the community:
Anne Gordon Center for Active
Adults, Raleigh, NC
Nestled on the edge of Millbrook
Exchange Park in northeast Raleigh,
the 4,500 square foot neighborhood
senior center pictured above was
carefully placed on the site and
connected to site driveways and
walkways to accommodate safe
pedestrian and vehicular access to
and from other park amenities of
interest to center participants,
including a pool, tennis courts, dog
park, walking trails, and ball fields.
Lifespan Design Studio served on
both projects featured in this edition
as sub-consultants to the architect of
record HH Architecture, Raleigh, NC.

Independence: Five Points Center
for Active Adults, Raleigh, NC
In a perfect world, we’d all be able to
park our cars close to the entrances
of the buildings we visit, and make
our way inside without having to cross
traffic. When real-world circumstances make this impossible, thoughtful
parking lot, driveway, and walkway
design enables people of diverse
abilities to navigate the site independently with confidence. At Five Points
Center for Active Adults this meant
laying out parking aisles for direct
access from cars onto generously
wide (and, where possible, curbless)
sidewalks that deliver participants
intuitively and safely to the main
entrance. Benches were incorporated
at regular intervals to offer resting
spots where they may be needed.

The driveway is clearly marked to
guide drivers along the preferred
route and alert them to pedestrian
crossings. Increased illumination
levels were incorporated for bright
uniform exterior lighting during
evening hours, with supplemental
path lighting in critical locations.

Intellectual, physical
& social well-being

Senior centers have always expressed a healthy appreciation for the
importance of nurturing multiple
dimensions of wellness with a broad
spectrum of programs and services.
To accomplish this, activities as
diverse as yoga, bridge, discussion
groups, banquets, and art classes are
often staged in the same genericallyappointed “multi-purpose” rooms.
Although flexibility and adaptability
are arguably important in an efficient
facility, a growing awareness of the
setting’s impact on the marketability
and effectiveness of the programs
staged there is evident in emerging
trends in senior center design.
Many of the centers created today
include dedicated classrooms and
lecture halls equipped with state of
the art technology to more effectively
support lifelong learning. But when
this isn’t possible, smaller facilities
(like the 4,500 square foot Anne
Gordon Center pictured above) find
ways to create appealing, supportive
learning environments within a divided
section of a sizeable assembly room.
The ceiling-mounted digital projector,
motorized screen, white board, and
integral sound system put essential

resources at the instructor’s fingertips
and communicate the message that
the City is serious about providing
quality learning experiences. A
hearing loop helps to ensure that the
presenter’s message is delivered
effectively to all participants.
Dedicated fitness-focused spaces
including exercise studios, machine/
weight rooms—even gymnasiums and
walking tracks—are rapidly becoming
staples in senior center accommodations. Appropriate flooring provides a
gentler, safer exercise experience;
strategically placed mirrors enable
participants to monitor their positions
and movements; and adjustable temperature, lighting, and sound systems
can be fine-tuned for specific activities
and conditions. Greater numbers of
people can be more effectively served
when fitness-focused activities aren’t
forced to compete with other activities
for floortime. The equipped fitness
room in Raleigh’s Five Points Center
for Active Adults is pictured above.
The facility itself can enhance or limit
a senior center’s efforts to promote
and accommodate socializationfocused programming and informal
socialization among its participants.

Hallways, lobbies, lounges, libraries,
and nooks of various sizes and
privacy levels can all be designed to
promote and nurture meaningful
social connections. Lobby cafes like
the one at Five Points Center pictured
below are appealing destinations in
their own right, and convenient spots
to meet old friends or make new ones
before a class or after a workout.

